
TOYOTA STAKEHOLDER THEORY

Toyota Motor Corporationâ€™s corporate social responsibility (CSR) strategies cover a wide variety of concerns among
stakeholders. Toyotaâ€™s corporate social responsibility efforts are comprehensive in addressing all of its major
stakeholder groups. As a global firm in the automotive.

Nike does not run its own factories, and instead, in order to increase profits, follows an out-sourcing business
model, in which manufacturing is contracted out to low-cost Chinese and South-East Asian factories. To
counter this argument, the Productivity Commission has said that spillovers can still come from different
sources in a world like this, where information, technology and people are continuously moving. The UN has
hosted three large-scale international conferences on global environmental protection, at Stockholm , Rio de
Janeiro , and Johannesburg , and has played an important role in the international trend towards environmental
protection. After Ford and GM Holden declared to cease production in , a lot of attention were drawn on
Toyota and its decision to continue manufacturing in Australia due to many reasons. Furthermore, even if
stakeholder dialogue does not on the surface appear to involve contradiction and confrontation, and concludes
with an expression of approval for the company's approach, although such approval may lead to
self-confidence on the part of the company, it is unlikely to result in the creation of new value Figure 4. The
only way Toyota could achieve that is through ongoing assistance from the government, which was denied
AMWU,  In this context, the following two international examples can be given: 1 The first company is Royal
Dutch â€” Shell Group Shell , a huge oil corporation. Both the Green Car Innovation Fund and the
Automotive New Markets Initiative are scheduled to close in and respectively, while the ATS is recommended
not to be extended or replaced after Productivity Commission,  They are employers of the managers, which
means managers have a moral obligation to manage the firm in the interest of the shareholders, which is, to
maximize shareholder wealth Beauchamp et al. Nevertheless, previous research treated the external
environment was as a given, and was thus only concerned with the effects of the external environment on
corporate organization; there has been insufficient interest in the opposite case, that of corporate organization
affecting the external environment. However, in the real world, corporate organization can affect the external
environment; companies act on stakeholders in various ways; and companies often strive to establish
favourable external environments. Figure 1 Relationships between CSR and stakeholders. Share price reaction
to plant-closing announcements. In other words, US and European companies, which are gone further than
Japanese companies in the use of stakeholder dialogue, are now striving to develop criteria and rules for such
dialogue, in order to reach an accurate understanding of its strategic value. In the above cases, Shell and Nike,
after suffering severe criticism, engaged upon energetic stakeholder dialogue, with the aim of recovering their
corporate standing. Werther Jr. However, it has become clear in this discussion that relationships between
companies and stakeholders can be explained in terms of two items: i restrictions and ii exchange. These
factors are beyond control of Toyota, thus these can be considered as just cause for closing down the plant.
Responsibilities are shared between the government and Australian Manufacturing Workers Union, with the
greater belongs to the government. However, it has been offset by the cost of assistance to taxpayers and the
opportunity cost of alternative uses for other industries Productivity Commission,  Although there was
sometimes a sense of differences in culture between the company and the NPO during the development
process, NEC's appreciation of the NPO's perspective, and the Asaza Fund's clearly defined mission and
organization to achieve this, were crucial factors in the success of the collaboration. They communicate
Toyota's philosophy and also help deepen mutual understanding. This involves comparing companies with
ethical criteria, and eliminating companies engaged in ethically unacceptable corporate activities. However,
there has been a change in relationships between companies and stakeholders, which has added a new
property: value creation. Figure 3 shows the design of a system for making full and effective use of
stakeholder dialogue. However, these factories have been sharply criticized by NPOs for having poor working
conditions, involving very low wages, child labour, and sexual harassment. Therefore, an increasingly
important issue for the analysis of corporate competitiveness is the ability to assess, as accurately as possible,
the actual value created by stakeholder dialogue, and a number of differences in the approach to this
assessment can be seen between Japan and the West. The question now is why companies find stakeholder
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dialogue important, and the answer to this concerns the essence of CSR. Therefore, when companies pay
attention to their relationships with stakeholders, the specific characteristics of these relationships have come
to be the fundamental basis of the assessment, and researchers analysing these relationships take similar
approaches. Responsibility of different parties involved That Toyota decided to stop building cars in Australia
by could be said to be attributed to three main parties, namely the company itself, the Australian government
and the Australian Manufacturing Workers Union. McMahon , p. Sense and sensitivity: the roles of
organisation and stakeholders in managing corporate social responsibility. With respect to Brent Spar, Shell
proposed towing the redundant platform into the Atlantic Ocean, and sinking it in deep water, but NPOs such
as Greenpeace objected to this on the grounds that it would result in water pollution, and organized an
extensive boycott of Shell petrol stations. Contingency theory presents an open-system perspective on
corporate organization, with increased emphasis on the effects on corporate organization of the external
environment, in contrast with the older closed-system perspectives in organization theory, in which the
relationships between inside and outside the corporation were left out of the field of view. Using this model,
resources controlled by the organization itself and by other organizations are compared, and, in cases of
successful resource transfer, inter-organizational relationships are established. This case of collaboration
between NEC and the Asaza Fund is an excellent example of a successful winâ€”win relationship. However, it
still depends on upcoming set of actions by the firm in working with varied stakeholders to mitigate as much
negative effects as possible. Strategic corporate social responsibility: Stakeholders in a global environment. If
stakeholder dialogue is taken to be a significant tool in business management, various methods can be
considered. Smith, H.


